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$1. INTRODUCTION 
WE CONSIDER smooth nonsingular vector fields V on smooth compact connected, oriented 
manifolds M”, with JM empty. We say two nonsingular vector fields VO, VI on M are 
F-homotopic if they are homotopic through smooth nonsingular vector fields. Given a volume 
form w on M, when is V F-homotopic to a nonsingular vector field V which preserves w? We 
show here that if dim M 2 4 and H’(M; Z) # 0 then the answer is always. However, relaxing the 
dimension restriction, we find that on the 2-torus T* only the F-homotopy class of constant slope 
vector fields contains volume preserving ones. 
St. VECTOR FIELDS AND CODIMENSION-ONE SUBMANIFOLDS 
Let [Ml E H.(M; Z) be the fundamental class of M. Let w be a nowhere zero n-form on M 
such that JM w >O. Then for any compact, connected, smooth oriented submanifold 
j: N”-1 C M we say that a nonsingular vector field P: N -+ T(M) is the outward normnl to N if 
the contraction L~(P, . . .) pulls back by i* to a form T = i*(~~o) on N such that JN r > 0, where 
[N] is the fundamental class of N. If P is outward normal to N then -P will be called inward 
normal to N. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a nonsingular vectorfield on M” as above, where n 2 4. Let i: N”-’ C M 
be a compact connected oriented smooth submanifold of M. Then there is another compact 
connected oriented smooth submanifold j: N,“-’ C M such that 
(a) N, is homologous to N (i.e., j,[N,]= i,[N]), and 
(b) V is F-homotopic to a vector field VI such that V,IN is outward normal. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let hr = D’ x D"-' be embedded in M so that N n hk = Sk-’ X D”-’ 
and so that the outward normal to N points into hk. Then we say N’ = 
N - Sk-’ X D"-' U Dk x D"-' (where we assume the corners have been smoothed) is a 
modification of N of index k (see [4]). We assume N’ oriented so that N and N’ are homologous. 
Let E be the total space of the unit tangent bundle of M with respect to an arbitrary riemannian 
metric; E is (2n - I)-dimensional and compact. Let a : E + E be the antipodal map on fibres. 
Now by obstruction theory the sections W of E/N are classified up to homotopy by a single 
integer, cp( W), namely, (d,( W, P), [N]). Here EIN is, by abuse of notation, the restriction to N 
of the unit tangent bundle of M, and d,(W, P) E H”-‘(M, nm_,(S”-‘)) is the first obstruction 
between W and the outward normal vector field P on N. The symbol (,) denotes Kronecker 
index. 
Consider W = VIN. If the integer cp( W) = (dr( W, P), [N]) is zero, we are done. Otherwise, in 
a small neighborhood of a point x E N we perform a modification of N of index k, with k = 1 or 
2. Since dim N 2: 3, the resulting oriented submanifold N’ is still connected and homologous to 
N. Let W’= VIN’. We now compute the change cp(W’)- q(W). Now rp(W’)- cp( W) = 
(d,( W’, P’), [N’]) - (d,( W, P), [N]). We assume N and N’ are triangulated compatibly with the 
modification and identically on N tl N’. We let oriented submanifolds denote oriented chains 
for themselves: 
cp( W’)- cp( W) = d,( W’, P’)(N’)- d,( W, P)(N) = d,( W’, P’)((N’ - Dk x S”-‘-I) 
+Dk~Sn-k-')-d,(W,P)((N-~k-'~Dn-k)+Sk-'~Dn-k). 
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N’-D’ .S”-L-‘=N-Sk-‘xD”-L 
W = W’ and P = P’. 
Hence 
‘p(W’)-(p(W)= d,(W’, P’)(D’ x Sn-k-‘)-d,(W,P)(Sk-‘~Dn-k). 
But Dk X S”-‘-I- Sk-’ x D”-’ as a chain represents [S”-‘I, the fundamental class of 
S”-’ = a(D” xD”-‘). For, on the chain level, we have (D’ x S”-‘-‘)= a(S”-‘xD”-‘)= 
-a(N -Dk x S”-k-‘). 
So we may think of everything as taking place on S”-‘, which, as the boundary of a k-handle in M, 
is a smooth submanifold with a corner at Sk-’ x S”-‘-I. 
LEMMA 2. cp(W’)-‘p(W)=(-l)“-k. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Set WI= VIS”-’ and let P: S”-‘+E]S”-’ be defined as P on 
Dk x S”-‘-’ and P’ on Sk-’ x D”-’ (they agree on the overlap Sk-’ x S”-k-‘). Then we may 
write cp( W’) - cp( W) = d,( #, p)(S”-I). H ere dl(W, P) is a chain in C.-,(S”-‘). This may be 
computed as 
+Q( W’)- cp( W) = wI+[Sn-‘] + (aP),[S”-‘1 in Z&(EjS”-‘) = Z 
where W and aP are maps S”-‘+ E]S”-‘, and * denotes homology intersection IA-‘(EIS”-‘) x 
IL-‘(E/S”-‘)-, H&?ZIS”-‘) = Z, and a: E + E denotes the antipodal map on fibres. 
This number is the “cardinality” of W(S”-‘) f~ aP(S”-‘) (counted with appropriate signs). 
Hence this agrees with the “algebraic ardinality” of V(M) n aP(S”-‘), or in other words 
V,[Ml . (aP),[S”-‘I in H,,(E) = Z, where this time the homology intersection . takes place 
Hn(E)xHn-,(E)-,H,(E)~Z. 
However, the class (aP),[S”-‘1 in H,-,(E) may be computed as follows. First extend P from 
S”-’ = a(Dk x D”-‘) to all of Dk x D”-’ as a vector field P with one singularity-a hyperbolic 
zero describable locally as P(X’, . . . ,x,)=-z:-, &d/%% +x;-k+, x,8/%$ at 0= 
(0,O) E Dk x D”-‘, with k contracting directions and n - k expanding directions. Then let 
i, : S”-’ +Dk xD”-’ beanisotopyforO~t~1whereio=i:S”~’CDkXDn~kistheboundary 
inclusion, and it(x) = (1 - t + ct)x where E > 0 is small and the multiplication is scalar 
multiplication in Dk X D”-’ C R”. 
Now let P: Dk x Dnmk -{O}+E be defined by P(x) = (P(x)/]P(x)b. Since P is a unit vector 
field on S”-‘, P extends P to D* x D”-’ -{O}. Hence (aP),[S”-‘I= (al%),[S”-‘1 in Hn-I(E) for 
all t E [0, 11. At t = 1 we find (aP),[S”-‘I= (aP),[S.], where S, is J(cD” x l Dnsk) oriented by 
the outward normal. 
By a second homotopy II,: P-‘(D.)+E (where 7~: E --, M is the projection and D, is the 
closed n-disk bounded by S,) we may translate all fibres n-‘(x) to the fibre r-‘(O); we define 
H,(x,u)=((l-t)x,u)in n-‘((l-t)x)forO%t51. Hence 
(aP)*[S”-‘I = (H,u~)*[sel, Ostsl 
= (HlaP)*[S<l. 
But H,a~(xr,. . . ,x,)= (0,x, bl,. . . ,x,/lxl, -xk+l/IxI,. . . , -x./(x1) where Ixl= 
q(xlz+*. . + xn2) = l d2. Hence (aP),[S”-‘1 = (-l)“-“[PI where [F] E H”-‘(E) is the funda- 
mental class of the fibre of E with its natural orientation from M. q 
Thus we obtain cp(W’)- q( W) = (-l)“-LV,[M]. [F] in Ho(E)== Z. But V,[Ml . IFI is 
clearly the canonical generator 1 E FL,(E). Thus cp( W’) - cp( W) = (-lYwk as desired. 
Now we finish proving Theorem 1. By Lemma 2 we may make a sequence of modifications on 
N of index either 1 or 2 (so as never to disconnect) and end up with an oriented, connected 
submanifold N, for which W, = VlN, satisfies cp( W’) = 0. Hence Wl is homotopic to P’ (the 
normal to N,) through nonsingular vector fields. By the homotopy extension property it follows 
that V is F-homotopic to a vector field Vl so that Vl]Nl = PI, as desired. Cl 
$3. HOMOTOPY TO VOLUME-PRESERVING VECTOR FIELDS 
We now apply Theorem 1 to the problem of finding a nonsingular volume-preserving vector 
field in each F-homotopy class. 
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THEOREM 2. Let M” be a C” compact connected orientable manifold with JM = 4, x(M) = 0, 
and n 2 4. Assume that the first Betti number of M is nonzero. Then every nonsingular vectorfield 
V on M is F-homotopic to a nonsingular vectorfield V’ which preserves a smooth (nowhere zero) 
colume form w on M, which we may in fact preassign.t 
Proof of Theorem 2. We rely heavily on the main results found in [l, 2, 31. First, since 
H1(M; Z) = H._,(M; Z) is nonzero, we may pick an essential C’ map f: M + S’. Let N”-’ be a 
connected component of the inverse image of a regular value such that i,[N] # 0 in l-I,-,(M; Z) 
(where i: N C M is the inclusion). Applying Theorem 1 to N and any nonsingular vector field V 
on M, we immediately obtain another submanifold N, and another nonsingular vector field Vi, 
F-homotopic to V and transverse to N,. 
Now cut open M along N, to obtain a manifold ni whose boundary is two copies of N,. fi is 
supplied with the nonsingular vector field Q, (induced from V,) which enters on one boundary 
component and leaves on the other. According to [ 1,2], vi, is F-homotopic (meaning rel a&) to a 
nonsingular Morse-Smale vector field vi, on ti which has no source or sink closed orbits. In fact, 
we may assume VI, is compatible with some round handle decomposition[l] of iii: 
~Y~=N,xI+CR~~+. . . + CR;:; (where each R, IT R, = S’ x Dk x D”-‘-I with 8-R: = S’ X 
8D” x D”-k-’ attached to the boundary of the preceding stuff by a diffeomorphism). The fact that 
a-d-N , = a+h? are nonempty permits us to avoid using round handles of index 0 or n - 1 in 
our decomposition. 
Now using the vector field Q,, whose restriction to each R,’ is essentially given by 
V,(&X I,..., x”-,,=~-~~xialdxi+n_:_I n-1 T ,x, a I axi 1-I ,- +I 
we have a volume-preserving vector field ?,IRk’ on each round handle supplied with the standard 
volume form d0 hdx, t,. . . A dx,-,. By introducing collars between successive round handles, we 
may apply the results of [3] to fit the q,IRt”s together to form a volume form vol and a 
volume-preserving vector field vz on all of $i, which is F-homotopic to vi, rel ani, and in fact still 
nonsingular Morse-Smale, except for transversal intersection of stable and unstable manifolds. 
Now we observe that the flux form (Y = ~;,(vol) is a closed (n - I)-form by the Lie derivative 
formu!a since _!?~,(vol) = 0. Hence la_& = I,,#, and so once again by the results of [3] we may 
glue M back together (inserting a collar between a_M and a+M) to obtain finally a vector field V’ 
on M, F-homotopic to V by construction, and a volume form w induced from vol, such that 
9 y.U - 0. 
According to Moser [5] any two volume forms with the same integral on a compact manifold 
are equivalent by a diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity. Hence if y is any other volume form 
on M there is a nonzero constant c such that h :w = cy. Let {h,} for 0 5 t 5 1 be the isotopy, so that 
ho = 1,. Then the nonsingular vector field h;L( V’) is F-homotopic to V’ via {h;$(V’)}, and it 
preserves y since 
Remark. The vector field V we have constructed may be thought of as a “necklace of round 
handles”. H’(M) f 0 is clearly necessary for this. This sort of vector field is not structurally 
stable, even through perturbations to nearby fields which preserve w. There is, however, an 
infinite cyclic covering fi of M, induced from f: M --) S’, such that the lifted vector field q is in 
fact structurally stable. 
94. DIMENSION TWO 
On the 2-torus T* -L S’ x S’ let V be any smooth nonsingular vector field. We may easily find 
a closed curve transverse to V. Cutting along this curve we obtain an annulus A. We see that if V 
preserves some area form o, then V is a suspension, after a reparametrization. For if any orbit 0 
of V entering A fails to leave A, then by the PoincarbBendixson Theorem 19 must spiral to a 
closed orbit, which is an impossible phenomenon in an area-preserving flow. Any suspension 
vector field on T2 is F-homotopic to the constant slope field. Hence area-preserving vector fields 
on T* occur in only one F-homotopy class. I do not know whether Theorem 1 is true in dimension 3. 
tM. L. Gromov informs me that in fact as a consequence of his method of proof of 1.3.8, [6], the conclusion of Theorem 2 
holds for all compact manifolds of dimension 3 or greater. 
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